FACTSHEET

Expansion of demand-driven,
internationally certified B2C trainings
to the Serbian market and development
of the Career Center function
Note: This is an activity part of the pilot intervention
“Vibrant service sector for better economic opportunities”
Market player:
Semos Education

?

Duration:
March 2021 - April 2022

Budget:
40,000.00 CHF

Location:
North Macedonia & Serbia

RATIONALE


Relevance

ICT/BPO sectors across the WB have an emerging development trend. Sectors
showed resilience in facing the global crisis caused by the pandemic.

The sectors offer decent job opportunities (earning potential, productivity,
prospects for skills and career growth). Sectors are attractive to youth and there is a
potential for higher inslusion of women



What:
relevance & focus

ICT/BPO has a high potential for collaboration (within and cross-sectoral). Public and
private stakeholders are recognising the potential and commiting to digital
transformation and technological development.



Symptoms

How:
systems for
services,
competencies &
influencing
underperform

Root causes








Why:
systems
underperform

All 6 Western Balkan countries suffer from a high unemployment rate, and at the same
time, companies report a lack of qualified and skilled individuals to fill positions
The sector's competitiveness is low compared to EU average

Local demand for tech-based products is not sophisticated enough, leaving IT companies
to offer mainly outsorcing activities to global clients and not their own products and services

Education and training are low quality and outdated and do not meet provate sector needs

ICT / BPO sectors suffer from high fragmentation and lack of collaboration and weak links
between industry, education institutions, intermediary services, support organizations, research,
government institutions, civil society organizations



Isuficient business services (e.g. business development/information and knowledge) hinder the
development and growth of IT companies, particularly small and medium companies and
freelancers.



Traditionally, formal education was the source of
qualifications. However, considering the accelerated
technological development and growth of the ICT and BPO
sectors, there is an increased demand for personnel, which
formal education cannot supply. Additionally, the duration
of acquired knowledge and skills is reduced by half. The
informal education sector can play a significant role in
producing enough qualified young people or retraining
those unemployed and needing additional skills to find
employment in the ICT and BPO sectors. Non-formal
education also plays a major role in the concept of lifelong
learning.

However, when referring to non-formal education, questions
are raised about the quality of such education programs, the
qualifications that participants acquire after completing the
courses, and the recognition of certificates and diplomas
obtained during non-formal education programs. This is
especially important for young people and beginners, who
prove their qualifications with a diploma. International
certification of credentials obtained during non-formal
education shows the quality of such an education program. It
gives the employer sufficient information about the acquired
skills of the candidate, the candidate is sure that the skills are
recognized in the global labor market, and especially it
enhances mobility in the region for countries that do not
recognize diplomas of each other.
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BUSINESS MODEL

The central hypothesis is that market-oriented training offering international certification, combined
with supplementary job matching services, will lead to the ability of trainees to gain decent employment
and increased prospects for career progression. Furthermore, due to the regional mandate of
RECONOMY, the pilot intervention will bring benefits to more than one country in the region.
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PROGRESS
6 new
internationally certified
training courses launched in Serbia
32 persons with disabilities
successfully completed ourses
(3 of them received scholarships)

1106 young people
enrolled on new training
courses in North Macedonia and Serbia (47% female)
305 young people
got job or upgraded career
(43% female)

109,665 EUR
amount of revenues reached
1 intermediation and career
guidance service
introduced (Career Center)
53 private companies
collaborating with
the Career Center

281 trainees
using Career Centre service
(39% female)
256 trainees
linked with private companies
through the Career Center (39% female)

